The Mormon Executioner

In the preface to his new and fascinating biography, *Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder*, Harold Schindler states:

For those members of my church who may feel that I have wrongly opened forbidden doors, I offer these words by the late Brigham H. Roberts, assistant church historian, scholar, and member of the First Council of The Seventy:

"We need not follow our researches in any spirit of fear and trembling. We desire only to ascertain the truth; nothing but the truth will endure; and the ascertaining of the truth and the proclamation of the truth in any given case, or upon any subject, will do no harm to the work of the Lord which is itself truth. . . ." (*New Witnesses For God* (Salt Lake City, 1909) vol. III, page 963)

—Harold Schindler
October, 1966

In writing his book on Orrin Porter Rockwell, Harold Schindler has brought to light an ugly chapter in Mormon history. Mr. Schindler does not take a Mormon point of view, neither does he take an anti-Mormon position, but looks at Orrin Porter Rockwell in a scholarly and objective manner.

On June 11, 1878, the *Salt Lake Tribune* stated that it was estimated Orrin Porter Rockwell had "participated in at least a hundred murders for the Church, none of which he ever divulged" (*Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder*, page 9).

The Mormon writer Nicholas Van Alfen, on the other hand states:

He killed many men. But these cases were always in the performance of his duty as an officer. Notwithstanding the many attempts of Porter's critics to slander him, there is not a single proof of his ever having taken a life wantonly. (*Porter Rockwell—The Mormon Frontier Marshal*, by Nicholas Van Alfen, 1964, page 93)

Harold Schindler does not go to either of the above extremes but instead he tries to find the real history of Mr. Rockwell. Mr. Schindler has spent many years researching documents, journals, manuscripts and rare books. The result is a book which can be relied upon.

According to Mr. Schindler's research, Orrin Rockwell was born on June 28, 1813. He was one of the first to join the Mormon Church. In Missouri Rockwell joined the dreaded Danite band. The Mormon writer William E. Berrett states that the Danites were organized for the "purpose of plundering and murdering the enemies of the Saints" (*The Restored Church*, 1956 ed., page 198). He is, however, unwilling to admit the Joseph Smith had anything to do with the Danites.

Harold Schindler devotes a great deal of space to the Danite band. He quotes from journals, manuscripts, and other sources to establish the fact that the Danite band did exist and that Joseph Smith probably was responsible for its existence. On page 44 of his book, Mr. Schindler states:

One of the great controversies surrounding the Sons of Dan concerns the question of whether or not Joseph knew and approved of its existence prior to the society's public exposure in November, 1838. The point is relevant because if his denials of such knowledge are true, it marked the only occasion in Orrin Porter Rockwell's life when he strayed from the dictates of the church by entering into an unauthorized doctrinal venture. His close relationship and devoted obedience to the prophet makes it inconceivable that he would have failed to inform Joseph of the Danites. Even so, the prophet's absolute grip on the church precludes the possibility that Avard could have carried out an undertaking of such magnitude in secrecy. Finally, the argument presents itself that the prophet probably encouraged the concept, since it played a dual role of preventing a recurrence of the Kirtland rebellion by uncovering potential apostates almost immediately while at the same time protecting the Mormons against their Gentile enemies.

After the Mormons had been driven from Missouri by order of Lilburn W. Boggs, governor of the state, they literally hated the man. Mr. Schindler states:

"About this time Joseph angrily prophesied that Lilburn Boggs would "die by violent hands within a year." And in a fit of pique he added that Governor Carlin would die in a ditch. (*Orrin Porter Rockwell*, page 72)

On May 6, 1842, an attempt was made on the life of Lilburn W. Boggs. The Mormon writer John J. Stewart stated:

"Unfortunately for Joseph, the Mormons and mankind generally, Boggs recovered despite three bullet wounds in the head and neck. (*Joseph Smith—The Mormon Prophet*, 1966 ed., page 171)"

(continued on page 2)

### NEW BOOKS

**ORRIN PORTER ROCKWELL; MAN OF GOD, SON OF THUNDER**, by Harold Schindler. (See description of this book above.) This book is published by the University of Utah Press. The printing and art work are attractively done, and we feel that you will be proud to have it in your library. Price: $7.50

**ON THE MORMON FRONTIER: The Diary of Hosea Stout, 1844-1861**, edited by Juanita Brooks. Dale L. Morgan, a noted historian, states that the diary of Hosea Stout is "... one of the most magnificent windows upon Mormon history ever opened..." While Hosea Stout was a very prominent Mormon, he did not hesitate to make entries in his diary which are very embarrassing to the Mormon Church today. We feel that his journal contains proof that the Mormon leaders approved of violence and that Brigham Young taught that Adam is the only God with whom we have to do and the father of Jesus. The footnotes by Juanita Brooks are excellent. It is published by the University of Utah Press. Comes in two volumes — 769 large pages. Price: $17.50 a set.

**THE MORMON ESTABLISHMENT** by Wallace Turner. Mr. Turner, former Pulitzer Prize winner and correspondent for the *New York Times*, discusses such controversial subjects as: the anti-Negro doctrine, polygamy and Mormon interference in politics. Price: $6.00
John Whitmer, one of the witnesses to the Book of Mormon, wrote a history of the Church in which he states:

As soon as the Lord gave Smith and the church favor in the eyes of the people among whom they lived, and began to prosper them and many began to gather to Nauvoo, Smith and the leaders began to exercise their hatred to those whom he called his enemies. He hired a man by the name of Porter Orin Rockwell (who was one of the Gadianton band of whom I heretofore spoke) to go and murder a man by name of L. W. Boggs who had been elected governor by the people of the state of Missouri; but was not governor at the time Smith sent him to commit this crime. Boggs resided at independence, the place appointed for the land of Zion, yea, the New Jerusalem; so Rockwell went to Independence, and at night he went to the house of Boggs and shot him through the window; but he recovered. Rockwell was caught and put to jail, and I believe he was tried by a jury of inquest, but was not sufficient testimony to condemn him though it is a well-known fact that he was hired by Smith to kill Boggs. (John Whitney's History, chapter 21)

Although Harold Schindler does not definitely state that Orrin Porter Rockwell—The Mormon Frontier

On page 75 and 76 of the same book, Harold Schindler states:

It is said that the Mormon prophet, Joseph Smith, promised Orrin Porter Rockwell that if he “would never cut his hair he would never die at the hands of his enemies” (Orrin Porter Rockwell—The Mormon Frontier Marshall, page 41).

At one time Joseph Smith had Orrin Porter Rockwell run a bar for him. Harold Schindler states:

Joseph Smith’s son related the following:

After Joseph Smith’s death Orrin Porter Rockwell took another man’s

On page 75 and 76 of the same book, Harold Schindler states:

On page 75 and 76 of the same book, Harold Schindler states:

On page 75 and 76 of the same book, Harold Schindler states:

On page 75 and 76 of the same book, Harold Schindler states:
and settle in a place where they are not known; but there is no necessity for such a step in the Holy Nauvoo. So fashionable is it for the Heads of the church to appropriate the wives of other men to their own purposes, that it is regarded as no crime for one man to steal the companion of his neighbor and live with her in open unconcealed adultery. What a beautiful moral code is Mormonism!

. . . Davis did not depart from Nauvoo, a display of courage which placed him in a delicate and dangerous position, for one morning there appeared at his door the person of Mrs. Davis—in company with Rockwell. The astonished tavern keeper gawked in disbelief as his wife casually gathered together her belongings; Rockwell stood to one side and conspicuously inspected the trigger mechanism on his pistol. Scarcely had the couple closed the door on the hapless husband than word of the incident flashed through the streets of the city. (Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, pages 148-149)

After Joseph Smith's death Brigham Young became the leader of the Church. Among other things, Brigham Young is remembered for having taught that it was sometimes necessary to kill a person to save his soul. On one occasion he stated:

This is loving our neighbor as ourselves; if he needs help, help him; and he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood on the earth in order that he may be saved, spill it. Any of you who understand the principles of eternity, if you have sinned a sin requiring the shedding of blood, except the sin unto death, would not be satisfied nor rest until your blood should be spilled, that you might gain that salvation you desire. That is the way to love mankind. (Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, page 220)

Harold Schindler quotes Brigham Young as making this statement concerning those who did not belong to the Church:

They shall reverence and acknowledge the name of God and His priesthood, and if they set up their heads and seek to introduce iniquity into this camp and to trample on the priesthood, I swear to them, they shall never go back to tell the tale. (Orrin Porter Rockwell, page 163)

Harold Schindler tells how the Mormons murdered the Aiken Party in 1857. From the evidence which he presents, it would appear that Orrin Porter Rockwell and several others were involved in the murder of these men. On page 270 of his book, Mr. Schindler states:

The Californians had no way of knowing that a messenger had been dispatched by the wagonmaster alerting the Nauvoo Legion to their presence. Within hours, the unsuspecting travelers were arrested by men of Lot Smith's command in Weber County. Their property confiscated, that gamblers were hustled off to Ogden for questioning. Next morning the prisoners were turned over to Colonel Chauncey West for transfer to Great Salt Lake City, where they were confined in the Townsend House as spies. Mormons not assigned to Legion units in the field were rotated on guard duty over the six men until church authorities could reach a decision in their case.

On page 274-276 of the same book, Mr. Schindler states:

Twenty years later, when Sylvanus Collett was on trial for his life (charged with the murder of John Aiken), two Mormons, Joseph Skeen and his son, William, both took the witness stand and testified that Collett had told them the whole story of the Aiken Party. . . . Troubled by the gossip Skeen asked Collett about it and was told that he (Collett) had been an escort to the Aiken party from the north, they having been delivered over to Rockwell. . . . and himself, with the order to make away with them.

The Skeens, father and son, agreed in substance that Collett gave this account of what transpired after the eight-man party left Nephi:

Because the Californians were large and strong, a second group of men had been sent from Nephi south to the Sevier River while for four Gentiles still were asleep at the settlement. When the gamblers and their escort arrived at the river that evening, they camped with the men who had preceded them the night before; the meeting was made to appear accidental. Owing to considerable Indian activity in the vicinity, the gamblers had no objection to teaming up with a few extra hands.

After dinner the party sat around the campfire singing, when someone shouted that Indians were attacking. The four men who had been sent in advance to act as reinforcements created a confusion to distract the Californians, and at a signal (here the Skeens were in conflict, that father testifying Collett gave the sign, the son saying it was Rockwell) each of the four men in the escort, having selected a victim in advance, slipped a bar of iron from his sleeve and struck his man on the head. . . . Collett missed (his) man,” William Skeen told the court. In fact, he said, Collett was being badly beaten until Rockwell pulled a revolver and, firing across the campfire, shot Collett's man in the back. The wounded Californian lurched, fell into the brush, and escaped in the darkness. The bodies of the two Aikens and the colonel were thrown into the river; Tom Aiken and Richard were dead, but the icy water apparently revived John Aiken, who crawled to shore and made his way to Nephi.

. . .

At any rate, after the two wounded men were patched up and put to bed in Foote’s hotel, Mrs. Frances Cazier, who had watched the drama with interest, noticed Rockwell and three others enter town after dark. Next morning she was standing in the doorway of her home adjacent to the Tithing Office and saw Rockwell sitting inside with several other men. At Collett’s trial she testified she heard a voice say: “Boy, you’ve made a bad job of it; two got away. Nephi won’t be trusted with another job.”

Fourteen-year-old Alice Lamb listened to a conversation between several Nephi residents in which the return of Aiken and Wright was discussed and a decision made to lure the two men to another spot and “there to make away with them.” Meanwhile, other people in Nephi were hearing and seeing things they would be asked about twenty years later. Guy Foote and Reuben Down had occasion to pass the Tithing Office corral; there they saw horses and pack animals belonging to the Aiken Party.

Four or five days after the two survivors had made their appearance in Nephi, they felt able to travel . . . Shortly before they rode out of the settlement, Rockwell and several men were seen heading north.

The events of the next few hours remain much of a mystery, but William Skeen swore that Collett had boasted of ambushing Wright and Aiken at a place called Willow Creek, eight miles from Nephi. (Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, pages 274-276)

Mr. Schindler goes on to tell that the Mormons attempted to murder another member of the Aiken Party “Near Point of the Mountain.” He escaped with “only bruises,” however, and came back to Great Salt Lake City. According to Bill Hickman, Brigham Young called him into his office and told him to murder the man who had escaped. Harold Schindler states:

Bill Hickman, fresh from a murder himself, enters the picture at this point. Told that “the boys have made a bad job of trying to put a man away,” Hickman says he was ordered to find Jones and “use him up.” . . . Hickman claims he and a man named Meacham took up their vigil near the springs . . . Hickman fired point-blank at Jones, the bullet smashing into his head . . . The body was dumped into a shallow ditch along a fence line, and the spot was marked with a white rag. Then, said Hickman:

We returned to the city to Gen. Grant’s, as per agreement, and found him at home with Gen. Kimball, O. P. Rockwell, and somebody else whose name I do not recollect now. They asked if all was right, and I told them it was. They got spades, and we all went back, deepened the ditch, put him in and buried him, returned to Grant’s, took some whiskey, and separated for the night. The next day Kimball and I went to Brigham Young’s, told him that (Jones) was taken care of, and there would be no more stink about his stories. He said he was glad of it. (Jones) was the last one of the Aiken’s party, of whom there has been considerable said. I never saw until I saw him in the wagon that evening.

With the last spadeful of dirt on “Honesty” Jones’ body, five members of the Aiken Party had been murdered. (Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, pages 278-279)
Even Nicholas Van Alfen, whose book is written in defense of Orrin Porter Rockwell, has to admit that he sometimes took the law into his own hands:

One cannot resist the conclusion that Porter nourished a growing hatred and an attitude of revenge against the type of men that characterized lawlessness and brutality. He became a peril to them because at times he was his own court, judge and executioner. (Porter Rockwell—The Mormon Frontier Marshal, pages 47-48)

On page 65 of the same book we find this statement:

John F. Everet, an old timer of Springville, Utah, knew Rockwell personally. Mr. Everet praised Porter highly but criticized him because too often he did not bother with the courts. If a man stole a horse and had to be chased a hundred miles, it was not likely that the thief would be brought in alive.

Harold Schindler tells that the U.S. marshal, P. K. Dotson, "held a warrant for Rockwell's arrest on murder charges." He was unable to arrest Rockwell, however, and in a letter to Judge John Cradlebaugh he stated:

I have received from you certain warrants of arrest against many persons, in your Judicial district, charged with murder, including on against J. D. Lee, John Higbee (a bishop), Hoyte (his counselor), and thirty-six others, for the murder of one hundred and nineteen men, women and children, at Mountain Meadows, also one against Porter Rockwell. John A. Wolf, president of the Seventies . . . for the murder of the Aiken Brothers and two others; . . .

I regret to inform you that it is not in my power to execute any of these processes, I have made repeated efforts by the aid as well of the military, as of the civil posse, to execute the warrants last alluded to, but without success. So great is the number of persons engaged in the commission of these crimes, and such the feelings of the Mormon Church, and the community in their favor, that I cannot rely on a civil posse to aid me in arresting them. . . . (Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, pages 292-293)

The following statement concerning Rockwell appeared in the Salt Lake Tribune:

Brutal in his instincts, lawless in his habits, and a fanatical divotie of the Prophet, the commands of this gloomy despot he received as the will of the Lord, and with the ferocity borne of mistaken zeal, he grew to believe that the most acceptable service he could render the Almighty, was as Lear expresses it, to “kill, kill, kill, kill, kill!” He killed unsuspecting travelers, whose booty was coveted by his prophet-master. He killed fellow Saints who held secrets that menaced the safety of their fellow criminals in the priesthood. He killed Apostates who dared to wag their tongues about the wrongs they had endured. And he killed mere sojourners in Zion merely to keep his hand in.

. . . The Danite Rockwell retired from the avenging business, and for some years past has been extensively engaged in raising horses and cattle. But the recollection of his evil deeds haunted him, and conscience preyed upon his soul like the undying worm. To gain escape from this fiery torment he sought the intoxicating bowl, and whenever he appeared in the streets of Salt Lake it was generally in the character of a vociferating maniac. (Salt Lake Tribune, June 11, 1878, as quoted in Orrin Porter Rockwell, page 363)

There can be little doubt that Orrin Porter Rockwell did have a drinking problem. Harold Schindler quotes Elijah Verritt as saying:

Porter Rockwell was along for a bodyguard to Brigham, and while at Pipe (Springs) on the way back Port got rather drunk, and as they left Pipe Brigham and the driver of the team were sitting in the front seat looking solemnly ahead and Port was shouting and waving his hat . . . (quoted in Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, page 356)

Nicholas Van Alfen stated:

The extent of Porter’s drinking in later years and all the accompaniments it must have been frowned upon by Brigham Young and the Church people as a whole. . . . It seems that Porter was given special leniency. Old timers could still remember Rockwell riding up and down Main Street in Salt Lake City yelling like a wild Comanche as he lashed the signs on the stores fronts. Only Porter could get away with it. (Porter Rockwell—The Mormon Frontier Marshal, pages 153-154)

Orrin Porter Rockwell was held in full fellowship by the Church, and in 1873 he was sent on a mission. He died in 1878. At the time of his death he was awaiting trial for the murder of the Aiken party. The Salt Lake Tribune stated that "the gallows was cheated of one of the fittest candidates that ever cut a throat or plundered a traveler" (Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, page 362). The Apostle Joseph F. Smith, on the other hand, paid tribute to Orrin Porter Rockwell. Harold Schindler states:

Nearly a thousand persons filled the Fourteenth Ward assembly rooms on June 12 for Rockwell’s funeral. Joseph F. Smith, a member of the Council of Twelve Apostles, delivered the eulogy. Elder Smith said: "He had his little faults, but Porter’s life on earth, taken altogether, was one worthy of example, and reflected honor upon the Church. Through all his trials he had never once forgotten his obligations to his brethren and his God. (Orrin Porter Rockwell; Man of God, Son of Thunder, page 364)

We feel that Harold Schindler has done a tremendous job in researching and writing about the life of Orrin Porter Rockwell. All of our readers should have a copy of this fine book. It is published by the University of Utah Press. The workmanship on this book is beautiful! We feel that you will be proud to have it in your library. The price is $7.50 a copy.

Everyone Welcome!

We are now holding a Bible study in our home at 1350 S. West Temple, every Thursday evening at 8:00 pm. Everyone is welcome. This is not connected with any particular group or church. Attendance is open to everyone—there are no obligations connected with attendance. The scripture lesson is given by Sandra Tanner.

“But if it is at all possible for you, take pity upon us and help us.” “If it is possible,” said Jesus. “Everything is possible to one who has faith.” “I have faith,” cried the boy’s father: “help me where faith falls short.” (Mark 9:22-24, New English Bible Trans.)

DON’T PROCRASTINATE!

Another one of our books, Revealing Statements by the Three Witnesses to the Book of Mormon, has SOLD OUT. If you are interested in any of the books on our list, it would be wise to place your order immediately! It is very possible that many of these books will never be printed again. Therefore, this may be your last chance to get them!

These books would make good Christmas presents.

PROBLEMS IN MORMON TEXT

In our opinion LaMar Petersen’s booklet, Problems in Mormon Text, is one of the best works on the subject on Mormonism. Mr. Petersen has been doing research on Mormonism for over twenty years, so he is well qualified to write on this subject. Moreover, he has a very scholarly and honest way of dealing with his materials. We have a great deal of respect for Mr. Petersen, and we must admit that his constant help and encouragement have had much to do with the success of Modern Microfilm Co. His booklet, Problems in Mormon Text, and other research he has done have had a real effect upon our lives and upon our work.

The Mormon leaders have never been able to answer Mr. Petersen’s book; therefore, they have chosen to ignore it. However, John Blackmore (who was General Church Historian of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints) did see the value of Mr. Petersen’s booklet, and in a letter dated February 24, 1958, he stated:

I thank you for the two books Problems in Mormon Text. I find that the contents of your book and the interpretations of the text, demand a revaluation of the incidents of our religious theories and practices.

All of our readers should have a copy of Mr. Petersen’s booklet, Problems in Mormon Text. The price is only $.60.